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Dear Editor,
We read with great interest the article
by Dr. Legrand et al. [1] in which
they showed that immediate fluid
resuscitation (EARLY group) for the
prevention of endotoxemia-induced
systemic hypotension could not pre-
vent systemic inflammatory
activation (release of IL-6, IL-10,
TNF-a) or improve renal microcircu-
latory function, but might reduce
renal inflammation (iNOS expression
and glomerular leukocyte infiltra-
tion). Although the article might have
presented some interesting findings,
we would like to add a few related
comments.

The authors concluded that imme-
diate fluid resuscitation did not
prevent systemic inflammatory acti-
vation. However, we noticed that
systemic inflammatory concentrations
were determined only at the end of

the protocol (300 min after LPS
infusion) rather than multiple set time
points during the process of sepsis in
the present study. On the other hand,
it has been shown that early cytokines
including TNF-a peak shortly after
sepsis insult and return to the baseline
levels within a few hours [2, 3].
Indeed, Hagiwara et al. [4] have
suggested that serum levels of TNF-a
and IL-6 increased, with a peak value
observed 3 h after LPS infusion in a
rat model of sepsis. The monophasic
and rapid kinetics of the TNF-a
response raises an important question
whether the authors may fail to detect
the difference of TNF-a in the first
few hours during sepsis. The present
study only detected limited data
points and may therefore have missed
the whole picture of the cytokines’
response spectrum. Furthermore,
although the present study is an
exploratory study, the overall sample
size seems rather small, especially for
a multiple group study with so many
parameter comparisons. Thus some
different results might be obtained if
the sample size is increased. In addi-
tion, we also noted that there was a
clerical error in the article. The
number of studied animals described
in the ‘‘Abstract’’ (each group = 6) is
inconsistent with data in the ‘‘Meth-
ods’’ section (5 animals in the sham
group, 5 in the LPS group, 7 in the
EARLY group, and 7 in the LATE
group, respectively).

Given the aforementioned con-
cerns, the data presented in this study
should be interpreted with some cau-
tion. Therefore, more studies are
needed to evaluate the effects of dif-
ferent fluid resuscitation protocols on
systemic inflammation and the
precise role of renal hypoperfusion in
the development of renal

microcirculatory dysfunction in en-
dotoxemic rats.
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